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Collins Computing Again Included as a VAR Star 
 

January 8, 2014: Only 100 organizations are recognized each year as one of “Bob Scott’s VAR Stars”, 
which includes Collins Computing. Collins Computing, a southern California Microsoft Dynamics ERP and 
CRM partner, is often honored for their accomplishments in the field of midmarket financial software. 
 
Members of the VAR Stars were selected based on factors such growth, industry leadership and 
recognition, and innovation. Selection is not based on revenue and those firms chosen represent a wide 
range of size and many different software publishers of accounting software. 
 
“Each year, 100 VAR Stars are picked from the best organizations that market financial software. It is 
always an honor to recognize those who contribute to the development of our business,” Bob Scott said. 

Randy Forkner, President of Collins Computing, states “It’s a privilege to be recognized for so many years 
in a row as a VAR Star. It speaks to the great value of the products and services we deliver to clients 
every day, as well as our leadership in this industry. We’re focused on bringing innovation, business 
solutions, and industry expertise to the clients we serve every day.”  

 
ABOUT COLLINS COMPUTING  
 
Founded in 1986 and located in Orange County, California, Collins Computing is the largest Southern 
California Gold Certified Microsoft Dynamics partner. Collins Computing is the only Microsoft Dynamics 
partner to be named to the prestigious Microsoft Inner Circle for 14 years. Exclusively delivering 
Microsoft Dynamics ERP and Microsoft Dynamics CRM applications, they’ve implemented solutions for 
some of the largest and fastest-growing businesses and non-profit organizations. 
 
Collins Computing is a reseller and implementer of Microsoft Dynamics GP, Microsoft Dynamics AX and 
Microsoft Dynamics CRM for companies worldwide with a focus in Orange County, San Diego, Los 
Angeles, Ventura and Riverside. For more information, please contact Randy Forkner at 
info@collinscomputing.com or 800-943-9211. 
 
Corporate Headquarters  
Collins Computing, Inc.  
26050 Acero Street 
Mission Viejo, CA 92691 
www.CollinsComputing.com 
info@collinscomputing.com  
800-943-9211 

http://www.collinscomputing.com/microsoft-dynamics-gp.html
http://www.collinscomputing.com/microsoft-dynamics-ax.html
http://www.collinscomputing.com/microsoft-dynamics-crm.html
mailto:info@collinscomputing.com
http://www.collinscomputing.com/
mailto:info@collinscomputing.com


 
 
About Bob Scott 
Bob Scott has been informing and entertaining the mid-market financial software community via his 
email newsletters for 13 years. He has published this information via the “Bob Scott’s Insights” 
newsletter and website since 2009. He has covered this market for 21 years through print and electronic 
publications, first as technology editor of Accounting Today and then as the Editor of Accounting 
Technology from 1997 through 2009. He has covered the traditional tax and accounting profession 
during the same time and has continued to address that market as executive editor of the Progressive 
Accountant since 2009. 
 
About Progressive Media Group, Inc. 
Progressive Media Group (PMG) www.PMGB2B.com is a leading online media company that provides 
business-to-business (B2B) marketers and media planners unparalleled access to a highly qualified and 
engaged audience through their portfolio of lead generation programs, industry-specific Web sites, 
email newsletters, Web seminars, live events, podcasts, content/reviews, custom publishing and direct 
marketing databases focusing on the nonprofit, healthcare and accounting professionals. 
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